Files:
- ftell (...)  
- fseek (...)

No office hours tomorrow
Quiz will have options for exam Q2/Q3/Q4
fseek (...)  
Go to new location.

Normally, start at position (offset) \( \emptyset \).

```
Ylo! "In" [redacted] ...
```

↑
↑
to...

fseek((fp, 2, SEEK_SET));

relative to start of file

```
SEEK_END < end of file
SEEK_CUR < current position
```

Don't jump around file needlessly.
Recovery

$ 264get --restore HW$

cp ~/.vim_backup_files/old name

old name

10-14-2017

recovery lost files
EOF is not a character.
It is a sentinel (marker, flag) that tells you when you're at the end.
Write a fn that returns the size of a file using only `fopen/fclose/ftell/fseek`.

```
        ...        fgetc(...).
```

Write a fn that appends a line to a file using `fopen`.

```
fopen(..., "a")
```
ftell (fp)
returns the current position.